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Abstract 
From the standpoint of evolution, caring for old parents may be maladaptive, 
because they have ceased reproduction, so that the benefit for inclusive fitness 
may not be expected. Then why do we care for old parents? In this study, the 
evolution of care for the elderly was examined, by using an evolutionary ge-
netic model, in which pleiotropic constraints between behaviors expressed in 
different social contexts among family members were assumed. It was sug-
gested that establishing a solid relationship with parents during infancy should 
be selectively favorable, even though old parents have to be cared for in the 
future, but that caring for old parents may be excluded from the population if 
this behavior imposes high costs on reproduction of the younger generation. 
Despite the diminishing numbers of individuals within the population, care 
for the elderly may not be readily selected against, but at the same time this 
may not contribute to the rate of increase in population size. The significance 
of discussing the behavior of elderly caring from the standpoint of evolutio-
nary genetics was emphasized. 
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1. Introduction 

Senescence, which is defined as the decline in a wide range of bodily functions 
with age, is an almost universal phenomenon among organisms [1]. In spite of 
its universality, the problem posed by this apparently deleterious phenomenon is 
to explain why organisms had evolved not to continue living and reproducing 
forever but to senesce and die ultimately. Evolutionary biologists have proposed 
solid theories to explain how senescence had been established and maintained by 
natural selection [1]. Among them, Medawar [2] [3] suggested the critical con-
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cept for solving this problem that the force of natural selection on deleterious 
genes declines with age. That is, as organisms age, they produce offspring, so 
that there would be essentially no effects of deleterious genes on fitness if these 
genes are expressed in fully late ages, because they have already produced enough 
offspring. Therefore, the later the deleterious genes are expressed, the weaker the 
force of natural selection. As a result, deleterious genes expressed late in life 
would not be eliminated from the population, and the population tends to ac-
cumulate these deleterious mutations, resulting in senescence and ultimate death 
of organisms as an inevitable consequence of evolutionary processes within the 
population. 

While Medawar suggested the above evolutionary mechanism of senescence 
more than 50 years ago, he also raised the alarm about population aging in the 
last paragraph of the same paper, which is now a serious problem in such coun-
tries as Japan. He mentioned as follows: 

“The moral is that the problem of doing something about old age becomes 
slowly but progressively more urgent. Something must be done, if it is not 
to be said that killing people painlessly at the age of seventy is, after all, a 
real kindness” (italicized by Medawar himself) [2]. 

The above alarm statement by Medawar seems somewhat radical, but it is not a 
fantasy at all in such countries as Japan, where various problems resulting from 
population aging are and will be serious matters. In fact, at some nursing facili-
ties for the elderly, it is not unusual that one sometimes hears old users saying 
“It is boring,” “I feel lonely,” “I want to die quickly,” and so on (the author’s 
care-worker experience). 

The elderly over 65 years old in Japan are 33,920,000 people at the point of 
2015, and the proportion of the elderly over 65 years old in the total population 
are 26.7% [4]. However, it is predicted that this proportion would keep rising 
from now on and reach 39.9% in 2060, which means one out of 2.5 people would 
be over 65 years old, while the whole Japanese population would keep decreas-
ing. The number of elderly people who need nursing care is expected to increase 
rapidly, and in particular, it is predicted that patients over 65 years old suffering 
from dementia would reach about 7,000,000 people in 2025 (one out of 5 people 
over 65 years old) [4]. Despite the fact that not only elderly people but also old 
people requiring nursing care and dementia patients are increasing rapidly, there 
is the fear of serious lack of the care staffs in the future who should care for the 
elderly [5]. In addition, people in the state of so-called “double care”, who need 
to carry out caring for their old parents as well as their children simultaneously, 
reached more than 250,000 people, about 168,000 women and about 85,000 men 
[6]. If caring for elderly people is predicted to be a serious problem in Japan, 
would such a situation, in which elderly caring is cut off, be realized, as Medawar 
warned? 

Care for offspring by parents itself is not altruistic, because the care would in-
crease in their own fitness [7]; however, caring for old parents by their offspring 
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would be altruistic, because old parents should have ceased reproduction, so that 
it is unlikely that the care for the elderly would result in the benefit of fitness 
from the standpoint of inclusive fitness theory [8]. Because all psychological 
mechanisms causing costly altruistic behaviors should exist through population 
genetic processes, including natural selection [9], if we care for old parents de-
spite the fact that elderly caring costs very much, it is a kind of paradox in which 
not only proximate but also evolutionary mechanisms causing elderly caring 
need to be examined. In order to investigate the evolution of elderly caring, an 
approach using evolutionary genetic models was adopted, because evolution of a 
trait must be ultimately understood in terms of changes in gene frequency or its 
equivalent, even though it may be an invisible psychological trait [10].  

Most behaviors are widely believed to be multifactorial [11], and many human 
psychological traits are influenced by genetic factors [12]. Like other complex 
human behaviors, elderly caring must also consist of many components, both 
physical and psychological, each of which must itself consist of many compo-
nents, which may be influenced by genetic and environmental factors. For ex-
ample, there would be little doubt that some psychological traits, including at-
tachment, empathy, and altruism between parents and offspring, more or less 
contribute to and play roles in caring for old parents. These psychological traits 
have in fact been suggested to have significant genetic components, based on 
twin studies [13] [14] [15] [16]. Thus elderly caring can be regarded as a quan-
titative trait, which is influenced by genetic as well as environmental factors, and 
the evolution of elderly caring would rather be investigated by using evolutio-
nary genetic models. 

Since an individual plays a different role in his/her family (i.e., offspring, par-
ent, grandparent, etc.) through his/her life course, social behaviors among family 
members would be desirable to be treated as an integrated and developmental 
process [17]. Based on considerations using the theoretical models and empirical 
data, Lynch [17] suggested that if the types of behaviors which are expressed at 
different social contexts are genetically correlated, there would be some con-
straints in social interactions which can evolve among family members, and that 
such genetic constraints in behaviors should be common in natural populations. 
We human beings establish attachment (strong affectional bonds which result in 
close proximity to particular others) with our parents since infancy, and the at-
tachment with parents is likely to continue through the whole life, “from the 
cradle to the grave” [18] [19]. Because we cannot survive without care by others 
during infancy, a genetic bias for developing solid attachment with care-givers, 
mainly parents, would increase the survival probabilities of infants and therefore 
fitness of parents per se [20]. In addition, because the attachment is likely to in-
fluence the strategies of offspring for survival and reproduction in the physical 
and social environments [21] [22], it should play important roles in our whole 
lives in the evolutionary and adaptive terms. It would be healthy that parents 
and children in the solid attachment relationships would reverse their roles with 
time, when parents are getting older or disabled [19]. Therefore, it is necessary 
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to examine whether establishing the solid attachment relationships with parents 
during infancy, such that children have to care for old parents in the future, is 
selectively favorable, even though there would not be payoff in fitness in the el-
derly caring. Thus, in this study, an evolutionary genetic model was developed, 
assuming pleiotropic constraints between interactions in the care for infants by 
parents and interactions in the care for old parents by children. In addition, be-
cause elderly caring is inevitably related to age relationships between family 
members (e.g., parents and children, grandparents and parents, and so on), evo-
lutionary genetic models should take into account the age-structure of the pop-
ulation. Therefore, following a theory of kin selection in age-structured popula-
tions [23], the selective advantage of the parent-offspring interactions involving 
elderly caring and the consequence of diminishing population size on it, which 
such countries as Japan are now or will be faced with, were examined in order to 
respond to the alarm proposition by Medawar [2]. The approach by Charles-
worth and Charnov [23] is to examine the condition that a rare allele A2, which 
affects behavior and whose effects are assumed to be expressed in the hetero-
zygous state, can invade a random mating population, which is initially fixed 
with the other allele A1 [1]. In this study, two main questions were examined 
using simple numerical models for hypothetical populations: 1) whether a rare 
dominant allele causing high levels of care for old parents as well as infants (high 
care gene) can invade a population that is initially composed of an relatively in-
different genotype, whose net reproduction rate was set to be one, and 2) 
whether a rare dominant allele causing an indifferent phenotype (indifference 
gene) can invade a decreasing population that is initially composed of a geno-
type providing high levels of care for old parents as well as infants, which might 
be the very situation that the countries suffering from population aging and di-
minishing population size, such as Japan, is being faced with. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Vital Statistics for the Hypothetical Population 

Vital statistics for the hypothetical population suffering from population aging 
and diminishing population size were created, using population statistics of Ja-
pan available on the official website of National Institute of Population and So-
cial Security Research, Japan  
(http://www.ipss.go.jp/syoushika/tohkei/Popular/Popular2016.asp?chap=0). 
Population statistics used were numbers of Japanese females by 5-year age-group 
from 2001 to 2012, and age-specific fecundity data for females by 5-year age- 
group from 2001 to 2007, which were transformed into the age-specific survival 
rates (P(x)) and fecundities (m(x)) for 5-year time-intervals. For example, using 
numbers of females by 5-year age-group in 2001 and 2006, P(x) for the 5-year 
interval was calculated. m(x) was calculated by multiplying the age-specific fe-
cundities for each year by five. Thus seven sets of P(x) and m(x) for 5-year in-
tervals were created for these years. After averaged over the seven years, one set 
of basic vital statistics were obtained for the hypothetical populations in this 

http://www.ipss.go.jp/syoushika/tohkei/Popular/Popular2016.asp?chap=0
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study (the upper Figure 1).  
It would be better to note that my intention is not to predict the precise fate of 

the Japanese population, but to discuss the evolution of elderly caring in such 
populations suffering from population aging and diminishing population size as 
the Japanese population. Therefore, although there were some discrepancies, in-
cluding some P(x) values larger than one which may be due to immigration, fig-
ures taken from the above website were used without any correction, because 
these discrepancies were minor in effect and did not change my conclusion. 

 

 
Figure 1. Basic vital statistics used in the evolutionary genetic model (upper) and a sche- 
matic diagram depicting interactions among family members (lower). P(0) is the proba-
bility that a female child born at some point during a 5-year interval will live to the end of 
the interval; P(1) is the probability that a female aged between 0 and 4 years will survive 
for 5 years, and so on. Likewise, m(4) is the number of daughters a female aged between 
15 and 19 years is expected to bear during 5 years, and so on. 
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2.2. Effects of Age-Specific Changes on Fitness  

In populations suffering from population aging and diminishing population size, 
such as Japan, consequences of positive or negative changes in individual vital 
statistics on population increase would be especially important. The relation-
ships between changes in individual vital statistics and corresponding changes in 
population growth were determined, by using the intrinsic rate of increase (r) as 
a measure of population growth and conducting partial differentiation of r with 
respect to P(x) or m(x) [1] [24]. 

The relationship between these vital statistics and r, known as the Euler-Lotka 
equation, is 

( ) ( )e 1d rx
x b l x m x−
=

=∑                        (1) 

[25], in which b and d represent a lower and an upper limit to the age of repro-
duction, respectively, and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )0 1 2 1l x P P P P x= − , the probability that 
a female survives from birth to age x. Applying implicit differentiation to Equa-
tion (1), the relationship between a change in lnP(x) and a corresponding change 
in r is obtained as follows 
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Likewise, the relationship between a change in m(x) and a corresponding change 
in r is  
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By obtaining these partial derivatives, we can find the effects of small changes in 
lnP(x) or m(x) on r [1]. Because r is a measure of population growth, here we 
can consider the impact of the changes in lnP(x) or m(x) on population increase 
and decrease. 

For the basic vital statistics used in this study (the upper Figure 1), the intrin-
sic rate of increase, generation time, and net reproduction rate in the time-unit 
of 5 years were calculated by the Newton-Raphson iteration, using FORTRAN 
77 program [26]. Then values of ( )lnr P x∂ ∂  and ( )r m x∂ ∂  for each age were 
calculated using Equations (2) and (3). 

2.3. Evolutionary Genetic Model of Elderly Caring 

Based on Charlesworth and Charnov [23], whether or not a rare variant causing 
some behavioral trait can increase in frequency within a population fixed initial-
ly with the other variant was examined. Although the behavior of elderly caring 
is likely to be a complex quantitative trait, to which various factors, genetic as 
well as environmental, should contribute, it is necessary to incorporate the 
age-structure as an inevitable factor into a model, so that it would be too com-
plex to deal with, if elderly caring is considered to be a quantitative trait. There-
fore, the age-structure of the population is more emphasized, and a simple evo-
lutionary genetic model, assuming two variants, one causing high levels of care 
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for old parents as well as infants (high care gene) and the other causing relatively 
low levels of care (indifference gene), was adopted. 

2.3.1. Invasion of a High Care Gene 
It was assumed that a rare dominant autosomal allele causing high levels of care 
for the elderly as well as infants (A) was introduced into a random mating pop-
ulation fixed initially with a relatively indifferent allele (a), in which the initial 
frequency among individuals of age-class 4, starting reproduction, was set to be 
1:100 (Aa:aa). Under this condition, combinations of mates and constitutions of 
family members were greatly simplified, so that the complex behavior of elderly 
caring could be examined more readily (Figure 2). It was assumed that there 
were genetic constraints between the types of behavior among family members 
in different social contexts, so that individuals possessing the dominant high 
care allele would establish a solid relationship between parents and offspring, in 
which parents would provide high levels of care for offspring, resulting in high 
survival rates during infancy, while offspring would provide high levels of care 
for old parents, resulting in high survival rates during old ages (the lower Figure 
1). The genotype possessing the rare dominant allele should be Aa, and its mate 
should be aa, because individuals with two A alleles and mating between Aa in-
dividuals should be so rare that they could be ignored. Under these conditions, 
combinations of mates which should be taken into account were Aa × aa and aa × 
aa, and it would be expected that the former family would produce offspring 
whose genotype is Aa or aa (1:1), while the latter family would produce offspring 
whose genotype is only aa. Because one parent of the former family possesses Aa, 
offspring in this family would receive high levels of care during infancy; on the  
 

 
Figure 2. A schematic diagram depicting how to calculate the total number of Aa newborns produced at time t (B2(t)), when a 
dominant A gene is rare. Here, c is the frequency of males among Aa newborns, l2(x) is the probability that an Aa female survives 
from birth to age x, and m2(x) is the number of female offspring which an Aa female of age x is expected to bear. ( )*

2l x  and 

( )*
2m x  are the similar vital statistics for an Aa male. In this study, females and males were assumed to have the same vital statis-

tics (for more details, see the text and [23]). 
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other hand, parents would receive high levels of care later in life because half the 
offspring are expected to possess Aa. Therefore, through parent-offspring inte-
ractions, Aa individuals were expected to have higher survival rates during in-
fancy as well as later ages than aa individuals, at the level of individual geno-
types. In this study, the basic P(x) calculated from the population statistics of 
Japan (the upper Figure 1) was used for P(x) of Aa individuals. For indifferent 
individuals, P(x) values during age-classes 0 - 2 (birth to 9 years old) and age- 
classes 15 - 17 (70 to 84 years old) were assumed to be 5%, 10% or 20% lower 
than those of the high care genotype. In addition, the actual P(x) values of Tai-
wan females in 1906, more than 100 years ago, were used for reference, which 
were calculated from the life table in [24]. 

m(x) values were set to be those which made the net reproduction rate of the 
relatively indifferent genotype unity, by multiplying the basic m(x) values (the 
upper Figure 1) by constants. Under this condition, if the high care phenotype 
was selectively favorable, the relative frequency of the high care gene would be 
increased. If disadvantageous, its relative frequency would be decreased [1]. In 
addition, the state of so-called “double care” is likely to impose double burdens 
on people who care for old parents as well as children simultaneously [6]. Under 
these circumstances, care for old parents could impose much cost on offspring, 
and if there is no elderly caring, offspring could make an additional effort to re-
produce. Thus negative effects of high levels of care for the elderly on reproduc-
tion were examined by assigning to the high care genotype the m(x) values 
which were reduced by multiplying constants. Under these conditions, female 
and male vital statistics were assumed to be the same for each genotype. After 
calculating the trajectories of the numbers of Aa and aa newborns (Figure 2), 
the relative frequencies of A allele (p2) were approximately estimated as  

( ) ( )2 number of newborns 2 number of newbornsp Aa aa= . 
When the gene frequencies are sufficiently increased, these genes are not rare 

any more, so that a variety of combinations of genotypes among mates and 
among family members cannot be ignored. Under this situation, interactions 
between parents and offspring would be expected to be much more complex 
than the above situation. Whether or not the high care gene eventually reached 
fixation within the population was examined, using a discrete generation model, 
in which selection coefficients were determined based on the intrinsic rate of in-
crease of the high care genotype [27]. 

2.3.2. Invasion of an Indifferent Gene 
It was assumed that a rare dominant autosomal allele causing a relatively indif-
ferent behavior (B) was introduced into a random mating population fixed in-
itially with a high care allele (b), in which the initial frequency among individu-
als of age-class 4, starting reproduction, was set to be 1:100 (Bb:bb). The proce-
dure of the analysis was essentially the same as above, but here the factors of 
population aging and diminishing population size were taken into account, 
which Japan and other countries are now and will be faced with, so that the basic 
m(x) values calculated from the recent population statistics of Japan were used 
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(the upper Figure 1). Therefore, it matters whether high care individuals prohi-
bit indifferent individuals from increasing or relatively indifferent individuals 
increase in frequency and eventually exclude high care individuals, while the 
population size is decreasing. In addition, taking the cost of elderly caring on 
reproduction of offspring into account, negative effects of high levels of care for 
the elderly on reproduction were examined by assigning to the relatively indiffe-
rent genotype the m(x) values which were increased by multiplying constants. 

2.4. Correlation in Survival Rate between the Immature and  
the Elderly  

In this study, pleiotropic constraints in interactions affecting survival rates 
through life courses between parents and offspring were assumed. Because there 
is no research concerning the relationship between the level of care for infants 
and the level of care for old parents, to my knowledge, this assumption cannot 
be examined directly. However, if the pleiotropic constraints exist in interactions 
between parents and offspring, there should exist a positive correlation between 
survival rates during the immature stage and those later in life. Therefore, the 
correlation between survival rates in the immature ages and those later in life 
was examined. To do this, I used data from the 2015 revision of the World Pop-
ulation Prospects, obtained from the website of the United Nations (UN), Popu-
lation Division [28]. The data I used included age-specific fertility rates, female 
population by 5-year age-group, and feminity ratio in age 0 - 1, for country- 
groups, classified by income levels, based on 2014 Gross National Income per 
capita from the World Bank, from 1990 to 2015. For each country-group (high-, 
upper-middle-, lower-middle-, and low-income), five sets of P(x) and m(x) for 
5-year intervals were created from the data in the same way as the above hypo-
thetical population. After age-classes were divided into three groups (0 - 14, 15 - 
64, and 65+ years old), survival rates were averaged over the age-classes. The 
correlation coefficient in survival rate between age-group 0 - 14 and age-group 
65+ was estimated. In addition, multiple regression analyses of survival rates of 
one age-group on survival rates of the other two age-groups were conducted, 
because each age-group should interact with other age-groups, so that survival 
rates of one age-group may be affected by those of the other age-groups. 

Some P(x) values, especially for the high-income country-group, were more 
than unity, probably due to international migration. Although the net migration 
rates for these country-groups during the time period used in this study ranged 
from +3.7 to −1.3 per 1000 population per year [28], any adjustment was not 
conducted for the population data from the UN, in order to avoid making arbi-
trary decision, so that survival rates at face value were used to obtain insights 
into the interactions affecting survival rates through life courses between parents 
and offspring. 

3. Results 
3.1. Effects of Age-Specific Changes on Population Growth 

For the basic vital statistics of the hypothetical population used in this study (the 
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upper Figure 1), which is suffering from population aging and diminishing 
population size, the intrinsic rate of increase, generation time, and net reproduc-
tion rate in the 5-year time-unit were estimated as −0.081, 6.56 (about 32.8 
years), and 0.590, respectively. 

The relationship between changes in lnP(x) or m(x) and corresponding 
changes in the intrinsic rate of increase (r) for the hypothetical basic population 
is shown in Figure 3. In the case of ( )lnr P x∂ ∂ , the maximum value of 0.152 
was attained in age-classes 0 to 3 (0 - 14 years old), but the value then decreased 
with age and reached zero in age-class 10 (45 - 49 years old). In the case of 

( )r m x∂ ∂ , the minimum value of 0.158 in age-class 1 (0 - 4 years old) increased 
gradually and reached the maximum value of 0.436 in age-class 16 (75 - 79 years 
old), and then decreased afterward. 

3.2. Invasion of a High Care Gene 

The results of the evolutionary genetic analyses of elderly caring, in which a rare 
high care allele (A) was introduced into a population initially fixed with a rela-
tively indifferent allele (a), are indicated in Figure 4(a). Within the population 
initially occupied by relatively indifferent individuals, whose survival rates dur-
ing infancy and later in life were reduced by 5% to 20%, individuals possessing 
the rare high care allele increased in frequency, if they had the same m(x) as the 
indifferent. The larger the reductions in survival rate of indifferent individuals, 
the larger the rates of increase of the high care allele within the population.  

However, the rates of increase in the frequencies of the high care allele were 
decreased, if high care for the elderly influenced reproduction negatively, and  

 

 
Figure 3. The relationship between changes in lnP(x) or m(x) and corresponding changes 
in the intrinsic rate of increase, r. 
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Figure 4. Changes in frequency of a rare dominant autosomal allele which affects the behavior of 
carriers of the gene. ((a) (b)) The cases, in which a rare high care gene was introduced into a statio-
nary population occupied by relatively indifferent individuals, whose survival rates during infancy 
and later in life were reduced by 5% to 20% and whose net reproduction rate was set to be one. (a) 
Age-specific fecundities were the same between the genotypes. (b) Age-specific fecundities for the 
high care genotype were reduced by 10% to 50% due to high levels of care for the elderly within the 
−20% indifferent population. ((c) (d)) The cases, in which a rare relatively indifferent gene causing 
5% to 20% reduction in survival rates during infancy and later in life was introduced into a de-
creasing population occupied by high care individuals. (c) Age-specific fecundities were the same 
between the genotypes. (d) Age-specific fecundities for the −20% indifferent genotype were in-
creased by 20% to 100% due to low levels of care for the elderly. The results using actual age-spe- 
cific survival rates for Taiwan females in 1906 are also shown in (a) and (c) for reference. 
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the high care allele was excluded from the population, if the negative effects on 
reproduction were sufficiently large. The changes in fecundity of the high care 
genotype, resulting in the intrinsic rates of increase equivalent to those of the 
relatively indifferent genotypes, are shown in Table 1. For example, the high 
care allele within the initial population fixed with the indifferent allele confer-
ring −20% survival can increase in frequency, even though it brought about a 
40% reduction in fecundity (the initial gene frequency of 0.0030 would indeed 
reach 0.0048 after 20 time-units (100 years); Figure 4(b)). However, it cannot, if 
m(x) was reduced by 50% (the initial gene frequency 0.0025 would indeed de-
crease to 0.0023 after 20 time-units).  

Whether or not such rare alleles that increased initially within the population 
eventually reached fixation was verified, based on a discrete generation model. 
The results obtained by using the discrete generation model were consistent with 
those obtained by using the evolutionary genetic model taking into account the 
age-related interactions between family members, so that it was expected that 
the rare allele which increased initially within the population would increase un-
til it reaches fixation (data not shown). 

3.3. Invasion of an Indifferent Gene 

The results of the cases where a rare relatively indifferent allele (B) was intro-
duced into a decreasing population fixed with a high care allele (b) are shown in 
Figure 4(c). While the population was decreasing, the rare indifferent gene 
which reduced P(x) during infancy and later in life by 5% to 20% cannot in-
crease in frequency within the high care population, if both genotypes possessed 
the same m(x). 

In addition, the rates of decrease in the frequencies of the relatively indifferent 
allele were decreased, if low levels of care for the elderly had positive conse-
quences on reproduction, and the indifferent allele would exclude the high care 
allele eventually from the population, if the positive consequences of low care on 
reproduction were sufficiently large. For example, the relatively indifferent allele 
which reduced P(x) during infancy and later in life by 20% could not increase in 
frequency even if m(x) increased by 1.8 times, but its frequency would finally  

 
Table 1. The changes in fecundity of the invading genotypes which result in the intrinsic 
rates of increase equivalent to those of the initial populations. 

invader Initial population 

Reduction in survival rates of indifferent individuals 

−5% −10% −20% 
Taiwan 

1906 

High care 
Indifferent 

Stationary  
indifferenta 
Decreasing  
high careb 

−14.26% 
+16.63% 

−27.10% 
+37.17% 

−48.80% 
+95.31% 

−53.41% 
+116.44% 

aA rare dominant allele causing high levels of care for both offspring and old parents is assumed to be in-
troduced into a stationary population fixed with an indifferent allele. bA rare dominant allele causing rela-
tive indifference is assumed to be introduced into a decreasing population fixed with a high care allele. 
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increase if m(x) increased by 2 times (Figure 4(d) and Table 1).  

3.4. Correlation in Survival Rate between the Immature  
and the Elderly 

There was a significant positive correlation in survival rate between the imma-
ture (0 - 14 years old) and the elderly (more than 65 years old) (Figure 5). The 
correlation coefficient was 0.930 (n = 20, P < 0.01) when survival rates of each 
year were treated separately, and 0.994 (n = 4, P < 0.01) when survival rates for 
each country-group were averaged over years. These survival rates also seemed 
to be associated with income levels from high to low.  

Partial regression coefficients of age-group survival rate variables are shown in 
Table 2. The survival rate of the middle stage (15 - 64 years old) contributed  
 

 
Figure 5. The correlation in survival rate between the immature (0 - 14 
years old) and the elderly (more than 65 years old), estimated by using the 
population data for country-groups classified based on income levels [28]. 
Each black dot represents survival rates of each separate year for each coun-
try-group, and each larger circle represents survival rates averaged over 
years for each country-group. 

 
Table 2. Partial regression coefficients of age-group survival rate variables. 

Dependent  
variable 

Intercept 
Independent variables 

AGE1 AGE2 AGE3 

AGE1 

AGE2 

AGE3 

0.4658 ± 0.1682* 

0.3597 ± 0.1802 

−2.5625 ± 0.3426*** 

― 

0.4970 ± 0.2072* 

0.6264 ± 0.8359 

0.5089 ± 0.2121* 

― 

2.5962 ± 0.5853*** 

0.0510 ± 0.0681 

0.2066 ± 0.0466*** 

― 

*P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001. AGE1 represents the survival rate of the immature stage (0 - 14 years old), AGE2 
the middle stage (15 - 64 years old), and AGE3 the elder stage (65+ years old). 
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significantly to the survival rates of both the immature and elder stages. On the 
other hand, the survival rate of the middle stage was significantly contributed by 
the survival rates of both the immature and elder stages. In the case of the sur-
vival rate of the elderly as a dependent variable, the intercept (−2.5625, P < 
0.001) was remarkably negative, and a contribution to the survival rate from the 
middle stage (2.5962, P < 0.001) was remarkably large; on the other hand, the 
intercept (0.4658, P < 0.05) and a contribution to the survival rate from the mid-
dle stage (0.5089, P < 0.05) were significantly positive, when the survival rate of 
the immature stage was a dependent variable. 

4. Discussion 

The intrinsic rate of increase (r) and the net reproduction rate in the 5-year 
time-unit, estimated by using the basic vital statistics for the hypothetical popu-
lation (the upper Figure 1), were −0.081 and 0.590, respectively. Because r needs 
to be more than zero and the net reproduction rate more than unity in order for 
the population to be maintained, this hypothetical population is considered a 
decreasing population, as expected. In general, the relationship between changes 
in m(x) and corresponding changes in r for an increasing population tends to 
decrease with age; however, it is possible that the relationship is not necessarily 
monotonic and could increase with age in the case of a decreasing population 
like this hypothetical population (Figure 3; [1]). Under the conditions of popu-
lation aging and diminishing population size, which countries such as Japan are 
or will be faced with, the relationship between changes in m(x) and correspond-
ing changes in r increased with age, so that benefits contributed by old people to 
m(x) of younger individuals would have more positive effects on population in-
crease than those contributed by any other young individual, if the amount of 
benefits is the same. At the same time, when elderly caring imposes costs on 
m(x) of younger individuals, it is suggested that costs by old people would have 
more negative effects on population increase than costs by any other young in-
dividual, if the amount of costs is the same. Therefore, if there are contributions 
from each age to young individuals, the positive contributions from older ages 
would be most efficient for population increase. On the contrary, it is suggested 
that decrease of the population such as Japan would get worse, if young individ-
uals continue to receive costs of elderly caring. 

In this study, the selective advantage of high levels of care for the elderly as 
well as infants was examined by using an evolutionary genetic model assuming 
two alleles, one causing high levels of care for old parents as well as infants and 
the other causing a relatively indifferent behavior. In the population fixed with 
the indifferent allele which reduces P(x) during infancy and later in life by 5 to 
20%, the rare high care allele initially increased in frequency, if m(x) was the 
same between the genotypes (Figure 4(a)). Therefore, it is suggested that the es-
tablishment of a solid relationship with parents during infancy, which increases 
survival rates during that period, would be selectively favorable, even if it is ne-
cessary to take care of old parents in the future, from which benefits in inclusive 
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fitness will not be expected. Because trajectories were below that for the Taiwan 
population in 1906, about 100 years ago (Figure 4(a), Taiwan), the assumption 
of 5% to 20% reduction in survival rates during infancy and later in life for rela-
tively indifferent genotypes seems not to be unrealistic figures. However, the 
rates of increase in the frequencies of the high care allele were decreased, if high 
levels of elderly caring imposed costs on reproduction, and the high care allele 
was excluded from the population, if costs of care were sufficiently large (Figure 
4(b) and Table 1). Therefore, it is suggested that high levels of care for the el-
derly as well as infants should not necessarily have absolute advantages, which 
may be excluded from a population if high levels of care for the elderly impose 
high costs on reproduction. However, in this situation, even though high levels 
of care for the elderly are matters of great concern, high levels of care for infants 
may also be excluded from the population due to pleiotropic constraints. 

In addition, the case in which a rare relatively indifferent allele was introduced 
into a decreasing population fixed with a high care allele was examined, in order 
to discuss the possibility that we evolve to cut off caring for old parents, if elderly 
caring becomes a serious matter due to deterioration of population aging and 
diminishing population size, which is near the situation Japan is now or will be 
faced with. Although the population was decreasing, the rare relatively indiffe-
rent allele causing reduction in P(x) during infancy and later in life by 5% to 
20% could not invade the high care population, if m(x) was the same between 
the genotypes (Figure 4(c)). Therefore, it is suggested that the genotype which 
establishes a solid relationship with parents and needs to take care of old parents 
altruistically in the future is still be selectively advantageous than the relatively 
indifferent genotype, even if the population does not have prospects for increase. 
As in the case of the high care gene invasion, the assumption of reduction in 
P(x) during infancy and later in life by 5% to 20% seems not to be unrealistic, 
because trajectories of the indifferent gene exclusion were above that for Taiwan 
population in 1906, which was rather near the trajectory for the case of 20% re-
duction (Figure 4(c), Taiwan). However, the rates of decrease in the frequencies 
of the relatively indifferent allele were decreased, if indifferent individuals per-
formed low levels of care for old parents and increased reproductive efforts, and 
the indifferent allele would exclude the high care genotype eventually from the 
population, if low levels of care resulted in sufficient increases in reproduction 
(Figure 4(d) and Table 1). In this situation, however, the indifferent genotype 
was necessary to increase m(x) very much. For example, the indifferent genotype 
reducing P(x) during infancy and later in life by 20% needed to increase m(x) by 
about 100% in order to invade the population fixed with the high care allele. 
Therefore, selective advantages in establishing a solid relationship with parents 
are considered to be huge, even if old parents needs to be cared for altruistically 
in the future, which may impose even costs on reproduction. At the same time, 
the results that the indifferent allele was excluded from the population even 
though m(x) of the genotype was increased so much may indicate that the beha-
vior of care for old parents would not be readily excluded from the population 
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even though the population is decreasing, so that prohibiting population de-
crease would not be an easy task because this behavior would not be easily ex-
cluded from the population. 

In this study, pleiotropic constraints in interactions between parents and 
offspring through the whole life were assumed in the evolutionary genetic mod-
el. In the analyses using the data from the UN [28], the highly significant corre-
lation in survival probability between the immature and the elderly was in fact 
estimated (Figure 5). Although survival rates would be affected by many factors, 
the assumption made in the model was supported at least superficially. On the 
other hand, the variation in survival rates seemed to also be related with income 
levels at the same time; the higher the income levels of country-groups, the 
higher the survival rates of both age-groups. Although any adjustment was not 
conducted in using the data from the UN [28], this correlation is clear and seems 
reasonable from the standpoint of our expectations. Thus it is possible that the 
state of poverty or richness might affect the quality of the care for the young and 
the elderly; that is, environmental factors, such as poverty and richness, might 
influence the quality of the care. This may be true, but the question in this study 
in the first place is why we care for old parents, even though they have ceased 
reproduction and care for them costs very much. Therefore, the poverty-rich- 
ness hypothesis does not answer the question why we care for old parents under 
the wealthy condition, even though the gain of inclusive fitness should not be 
expected. If we care for the elderly under the wealthy condition, but cannot un-
der the poor condition, it is likely that we have the nature to care for old parents, 
because it is rather natural that we cannot care for the elderly under the poor 
condition, even though we hope to care for them. Thus the results of this analy-
sis might suggest the predisposed association between care for old parents and 
care for infants, supporting the assumption made in the evolutionary genetic 
model of the elderly caring. 

The results of the multiple regression analyses indicate significant positive 
contributions from the middle age-group to the immature and the elder age- 
groups, and significant positive contributions from the immature and the elder 
age-groups to the middle (Table 2). Because survival rates among age-groups 
were also highly correlated with each other, caution should be taken, but the re-
sults did not necessarily indicate the same tendency among partial regression 
coefficients. Especially, when the survival rate of the elder age-group was a de-
pendent variable, the contribution of the middle age-group was remarkably pos-
itive, and the intercept of the regression model when both independent variables 
were zero was remarkably negative, suggesting that survival rates in the elder 
stage may be largely dependent on the contributions from offspring generation, 
and that it may be difficult for the elderly to survive without their contribution. 
Therefore, the results of the multiple regression analyses may imply the exis-
tence of the care for the elderly. On the other hand, when the survival rate of the 
immature age-group was a dependent variable, the intercept of the regression 
model was significantly positive. Because infants cannot survive by themselves, 
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the intercept, which should indicate the survival rate when contributions from 
the other age-groups are zero, may be expected to be near zero. Therefore, the 
significant positive intercept may imply the actual existence of contributions 
from a parental generation and a positive bias for survival of the immature stage 
when parental care is provided, which Bowl by [20] assumed. Overall, these re-
sults obtained by using population data from the UN [28] may be considered to 
support the assumption made in the evolutionary genetic model at least superfi-
cially. 

5. Conclusions 

From the standpoint of evolution, caring for old parents is considered to be a 
maladaptive behavior, because they have ceased to reproduce, so that this beha-
vior is unlikely to produce benefits in inclusive fitness. In order for such a beha-
vioral trait to be maintained within a population, some large benefits should ex-
ist in interactions between parents and offspring at other life stages. Thus in this 
study, I focused on the simple fact that we can survive only if someone (usually 
parents) does care for us, when we are infants, and discussed the evolutionary 
mechanism of elderly caring, using the evolutionary genetic model assuming 
pleiotropic constraints between care for infants by parents and care for old par-
ents by offspring. 

One of the most important consequences of population decrease, especially 
for human being, would be the increase of impacts from elder ages on popula-
tion increase, and the ultimate population extinction would be the most impor-
tant [1]. Therefore, deterioration of population aging and diminishing popula-
tion size would result in serious social crisis. However, from the results obtained 
in this study, it may be concluded that the behavior of caring for old parents 
should not be excluded from a population until social situations are in serious 
crisis (establishing a solid relationship with parents and receiving care from 
them during infancy would have such a large selective advantage even if we have 
to care for old parents in the future), so that I believe it is unlikely that such a 
situation as in the Medawar’s alarming statement or the movie “The Ballad of 
Narayama” (directed by Keisuke Kinoshita, the theme of which is a Japanese folk 
tale of a poor farm village, in which old people who have reached 70 years old 
must be carried on their offspring’s shoulder to the mountain called Narayama 
and left there to die) will come about under current conditions. Nevertheless, 
this is not necessarily absolute, and it might be possible that the behavior of car-
ing for old parents could be excluded from a population, if the serious social cri-
sis comes about due to population aging and diminishing population size. How-
ever, the important point which should be emphasized is that behaviors which 
should evolve are not only abandonment of old parents but also abandonment of 
high levels of care for infants as well as positive interactions during other life 
stages, because elderly caring should be a behavioral trait which is not main-
tained within a population, if there are not pleiotropic constraints in interactions 
between parents and offspring. In other words, the behavior of elderly caring, 
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which costs very much, should not be maintained within a population unless it 
entails high selective advantages during infancy and/or other life stages. There-
fore, it is unlikely that abandonment of old parents will evolve in spite of the fact 
that people have received high levels of care from their parents in their child-
hood. When the serious social crisis in elderly caring has come about, it should 
be considered, not simply that it is better to abandon elderly caring, but that ef-
fects of abandonment of old parents may be brought about in various aspects of 
interactions between parents and offspring. In this sense, the following state-
ment Medawar made is very suggestive: 

“Those who argue that our concern is with the preservation of life in infan-
cy and youth, so that pediatrics must forever take precedence of what 
people are beginning to call ‘gerontology’, fail to recognize that the outcome 
of pediatrics is to preserve the young for an old age that is grudged them. 
There is no sense in that sort of discrimination” (italicized by Medawar 
himself) [2]. 

The world in which the elderly can be easily abandoned may also be the world in 
which lives of infants are in serious danger. In fact, among the Ache, ancestral 
hunter-gatherers living in Paraguay, South America, infanticides as well as ge-
ronticides were common [29] [30]. From the perspectives of people living at 
present, neither world would be happy. However, it is also true that abuses of 
children as well as the elderly are frequently reported in our society. Is it pessi-
mistic to consider this situation as that the frequency of the relatively indifferent 
allele is increasing in our society? 

My care-worker experience at nursing facilities for the elderly and the Meda-
war’s alarming statement quoted in Introduction motivated me to write this ar-
ticle and pose the serious matters of population aging and diminishing popula-
tion size, which such countries as Japan are now or will be faced with. It is an-
ticipated that the proportion of the elderly over 65 years old would reach about 
40% of the total population in Japan in 2060, which is about 1.5 times as large as 
its current value [4]. It might be possible for us to imagine how serious this situ-
ation would be, if we consider a little about the situation, in which the number of 
old users in a nursing facility increases by 1.5 times under current care-work 
conditions. However, the real seriousness of the situation may not be imagined, 
because many events beyond our presumptions happen every day even at 
present. Although the evolutionary genetic model of elderly caring in this study 
is a simple numerical model for the hypothetical population suffering from pop-
ulation aging and diminishing population size, and there would be room for 
considering further details, such as the extent to which interactions between 
parents and offspring are pleiotropically constrained, I proposed the evolutio-
nary mechanism of elderly caring in order to discuss this serious problem from 
various perspectives, other than social or political sciences. After discussing the 
evolutionary mechanisms of senescence, Medawar mentioned. 

“… there was some truth amidst a good deal of what we can now see to be 
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nonsense, and… it would stir up his successors to think up a more polished 
and cogent explanation” (italicized by Medawar himself) [3]. 

I hope there is some truth in the model used in this study, which could result in 
valuable discussion and constructive criticisms for the future generations. 
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